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Emily Thanks: 
This album wouldn’t have happened without Lyris Hung. Lyris, thank you for pulling me out of the rabbit hole, 
for your musical vision, hard work and friendship. You’re amazing! 
And to EVERYONE who pledged through Pledgemusic to help make this album a reality, I cannot find the words 
to thank you enough. I am profoundly grateful for the collaborative effort of this project. You are my vi lage. 
Thanks to all the IG listeners out there who were the springboard for my solo endeavor. I can’t imagine any 
better fans than Indigo Girls fans!! 
A percentage of proceeds from the Pledgemusic campaign will go to support the work of Honor the Earth 
(honorearth.org) 
Thanks to Amy Ray, always and forever 

I would also like to thank: 
Creator, Sustainer, Great Spirit of Benevolence 
Tristin for the long haul 
Cleo, closest planet to my sun 
My sisters: Jennie, Elizabeth, Megan, Hilary, Amber and my brothers: Bill, Reid, Isaac, Milo, Andy 
Gail and Clark 
My nieces and nephews Bryson, Marie, Cara, Ben, Madison, Lillian, Ella, Vivien, Ashley, Hailee, 
Evan, Reese, Blake, Greyson, Danika, Isaac 
Dad: I am continually inspired by your bright spirit, your music, your knowledge, your friendship 
Gemma and my DHP community 
Annie Roboff, fierce warrior, trusted friend; Peter-for the comfort of my home away from home and your 
honesty; all my A-T-L peeps, and my Toronto peeps 
Ryan, Jay and everyone at the AWESOME Reservoir Studios 
Frank Riley and Dina Dusko at High Road Touring 
Winona LaDuke for your brilliance, leadership and heart 
Amy Ryan for the gift of DOG 
Sue and Ross, for your incredible support of this record and for Watershed 
Russell, I love you, RCAM and everyone there. Thanks, Michael Tamucci for your tireless work on the 
Pledge campaign 
Cathy Lyons, you’re the pure best 
LA and Robin for trudging with me 
Denise and Kathlyn, perpetual fingers on the pulse 
Alex Berg for help with my French 
Veronica and Bruno and TiTi, for your mastery and hospitality; Billy Mann for suggesting Veronica and 
for your advice 

To the murmuration of freedom and justice activists out there, FLY! 

“We who believe in freedom cannot rest until it comes” 
(from “Ella’s Song” written by Bernice Johnson Reagon/Songtalk Publishing Co BMI) 

In memory of Jane Saliers, Carrie Saliers, Larry Ray, Sr. and Tom Coyne 

Special thanks to the following pledgers who jufcpw! in eanw to help make this album: Alan Lee Decker, Alison 
& Pai I Oehler, Amir Hussain, Amyl Eriksen, A^dr^s Ueflrimermann, Andy England, Angela Plncin, Angie 
McEniire, Ann F Perry, Ariana Estifiel, Arjun & Taar?. Barbara R VJente, Benita Holt, Caroline Martin, 
Catherine & Terry Wallace, Chaplain Whael Ray Baker, Charity Guido,/Cheri Lynn Atkins, Chief Petty Officer 
Anne O'Brian, Christina Gammon, Christina Hahner, Christine DeLeoiY, Cindy Calder, Colleen Crowe-Elvllle, 
Damian L. Clark, Dawn Baxley, Denise HVfield, Dusty Kowall, Elise Feuer, Eric Peterson. Erin Pitney, Erin Sue 
Carroll, Gary C Vaughan, Gen & Brooke LeVy. Gina (Chi-Chi) Marotta, Grace Dunbar, Heather Edwards-Bohn, 
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Hammer, Lia Kueck, Linda Noss, Liz & Henry, Luke Pillion, Lynn Lola Layla Peto, Lynne Waldeland, Marika 
Zaslow, Mark Manchen, Mel Farrimond, Melissa "Owlie" MacGregor, Melody Klemin, Meredith & Heidi 
Antonsen-Kipp, Michael Good & JoAnn Close, Michael Lay, Michelle" ME ME" Ceddia, Mitchell Moore, Nate Bjork, 
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Kirsti Reeve-Gonda, The Kims -1&2, Tiffany Walker Porta Burrows, Toots (Barbara) Ovaduke, Wendell Lee, 
Willis Chen, Yvonne Yung - DJ Y. de boivoire, "Play something good!!!" xo A&J, #RememberRuthBlay 



1. Spider 

Welcome to a strange feast 

Your host the fundamentalist or capital beast 

The ones expected expect it the least 

Fall in the silk feel but clang goes the hammer its stronger than steel 

Spinnerets, draglines and pedipalps 

it’s a cache you’re buying in you’re not getting out 

No browbeating sanctions or chest beating 

The most dangerous enemy appears to be sleeping 

That’s the company you’re keeping 

Spider in your empty web what are you waiting for? 

Dog days dog days I’m Sirius 

Mercurial god of financial gain souls of the underworld 

We all know Jesus walked on water 

But so does the fishing spider 

As the story goes so does the fighter... 

:$.• The end it’s been foretold 

So what are the chances escaping the web scape between the branches 

Or there in the corners or under the bed 

Or the tangle of thoughts that make up your head 

No contest between the spider and you 

Eight legs are faster than two 

Yes we’ve been hit by a sucker punch 

Minding the business of progress there was a bad one in the bunch 

Rubbing our jaws and rising up slowly from the dust 

Shaking our heads and wondering what just happened to us 

I’ve spent all my life thinking we could have a meeting of the minds 

When I was a child I thought like a child and now it's not like I’m Einstein 

But there's satisfaction in knowing the equal and opposite reaction 

Fly with the flock over the lands and the cities of the nation 

You’ll know your moves simply by joining in the murmuration 

Black wings across a beautiful sky, fly 

I’ll be honest there are times I hang on hour to hour 

But the clear voice of my conscience speaks to me like a higher power 

And I look to the North Dakota lands where they’re laying their lives down 

Science and prophecy say you can’t penetrate the sacred ground 

So fly with the flock over the lands and the cities of the nation 

You’ll know your moves simply by joining in the murmuration 

Black wings across a beautiful sky, fly 

And they were very sad and they asked him, is it I, is it I 

And you will ask that question and get your answer by and by 

I can’t pretend to feel or know anyone else’s sorrow 

But I’ve had a little of my own so as we face tomorrow 

If you’re in need of an ally I’ll be by your side 

We’ve been given wings and songs to sing 

And when they hold us down we’re just bound to 

Fly with the flock over the lands and the cities of the nation 

You’ll know your moves simply by joining in the murmuration 

Black wings across a beautiful sky, fly 



3. Match 

You can try and hide your fears from me but can’t deny the chemistry 

Come on 

I know lonely leaves an awful scar a miracle we got this far 

Come on light the match burn the room 

This is the sound of my heart going boom 

Light up the sky like the 4th of July Baby I’m ready to catch 

There are certain things you can’t explain you just accept 

Like sun like rain 

It’s a force of nature push and pull the two of us combustible 

Don’t be afraid just light the match burn the room 

This is the sound of my heart going boom 

We light up the sky like the 4th of July Baby I'm ready to catch 

If we can see it then we can be it just like that 

I feel it coming why would I run when 

All signs say you Baby if you want it too 

Meet me at the end of this fuse 

The right thing happens every time I stop and think it blows my mind 

It’s like manifesting destiny the two of us were meant to be 

Come on it’s time to light the match burn the room 

This is the sound of my heart going boom 

Light up the sky like the 4th of July 

Light up the sky like the 4th of July 

Light up the sky like the 4th of July 



4. OK Corral 

We were raised at the OK Corral 

Yosemite Sam the Kid and Wild Bill 

The figures who fired our imagination 

Original founders of the gunpowder nation 

We dynamited the political scribes 

On the sacred rock of the original tribes 

Hammered a plan to connect to the east 

And built it on the broken backs of the Chinese 

So if you wanna know why we’re under the gun 

It’s how we were raised it’s where we come from 

You might take a bullet for a better plan 

But you can’t take the gun from the American 

The beginning of the forever hurt 

Stealing black people to suffer our work 

If I hear you say again that was so long ago 

It’s got nothing to do with the cops in Chicago 

Then you turn on your tv and you suck up Fox news 

You hate all the Muslims but you’re cool with Jews 

Until you sicken with the fervor of your stereotypes 

Well here comes your party cause the picking is ripe 

Slippery slope is how the party line goes 

Background check there go the dominoes 

While you hole up with your 47’s 

This isn’t that century it’s not the British coming 

Here’s some advice and you might wanna try it 

If you live by it you die by it 

You think those weapon makers love your liberty 

They’re collecting the cash while they’re watching you bleed 

So if you wanna know why we’re under the gun 

It’s how were raised and it’s where we come from 

And you might take a bullet for a better plan 

But you can’t take the gun from the American 

The American’s hand 

5. Serpent Love 

The Scirocco blows from Africa laundry sways in colored Napoli 

We take a trip to where I make you guess and see the bones of old St Nicolas 

In the sun we burn and we breathe free only a glimpse will you reveal to me 

Of what strange spirit blurs my best defense 

With the pleasure to my hungry senses 

The running of the bulls made you cry and when the shine of tears fills up your eyes 

I hate the culture history that takes your happiness from me 

Oh serpent love before your bite we were just friends 

Sometimes we’d call or write 

But like a painless poisoning sweet like drugs creeping up on everything 

Serpent love 

The force that builds before the touch is really what most weakens us 

All resistance adds to no amount we’re sick with fever 

Down for the count 

Was it thereat Le Sirenuse when what we’d learned became of no real use — 

To shield the venom from you in me and save us from gravity 

Oh serpent love before your bite no sting of jealousy no bitter fight 

And like a painful poisoning slow and sure slithering through everything 

Serpent love 



6. Long Haul 

We’re a long haul Baby the road is rugged and smooth 
Sometimes we’re deep in a groove 
And then we fall out but we’re in it 
Woohoo that’s how it felt when the open road first made a way for us 
And every song in my head was the Hallelujah Chorus 
We were on our way 
Half way through the California desert with its vast and endless views 
We learned that a little too much freedom doesn’t always feel good to you 
There was the trip to Canada with your brothers strong and true 
And everything was long distance with you 
As you went ahead of me 
There were bitter nights when heated fights 
Would have been better than the freeze 
We had to let it melt to get at what we felt 
Now we’re back in 85 degrees 
A long haul Baby means if someone asks you maybe 
Would you like to take a trip on the side 
You’re able to stop in your furious tracks and look back and say 
Nah, I got a ride 
We’re a long haul Baby 



7. Sad One 

Remember when we stole that time alone 

And ran like bandits with our bags of gold 

And laughed like thieves beneath a liar's moon 

And had to pay it all back way too soon 

Along my way I’ve left a trail of crumbs 

For you to feed and find me should you come 

Out the darkness of your situation 

Into the promise of the nearest station 

Over the distance and time 

From the other end of the line 

The weight of your pleasantries just 

Makes me choke 

On the lump of a dream stuck in my throat 

If timing counts for everything we’re counting on 

So many perfect times for us have come and gone 

They seem to have found their way 

Why couldn’t we make them stay 

I can still hear you saying to me 

Whatever will be will be 

As if wishing upon that moon could save us 

It’s just not enough what time gave us 

At the center of my heart the thief 

Lies in wait and looks for ways to steal - 

You from a life I think you want to leave 

All of the things we see when we believe 

I’ll say it now cause it’s true 

I’ve only ever wanted you 

And tonight there's a big full moon up there 

Pinning me down with its cold blank stare 

8. Slow Down Day Friend 

In no hurry now stick behind the left hand turner 

We’re heating up but it’s more of a slow burner 

Slow down day friend arm out the window toothpick grin 

You’re a bit of a witch aren’t you with the casting 

How you set the scene the effect is lasting 

Slow down day friend long on our dreams squandering our time 

Didn’t we want to go this way 

Rolling down the sweet grass hungry not afraid to ask 

Where does the river end my slow down day friend 

Corner of my eye you are slightly wild 

Something happened to you as a child 

We’ll get to that later lean back let out your nature 

Didn’t we want to go this way 

Rolling down the sweet grass hungry not afraid to ask 

Where does the river end my slow down day friend 

You are black and silver weather coming : , 

You smell like hay in the field sunning 

Slow down day friend taking the turn everything upended 

Didn’t we want to go this way 

Rolling down the sweet grass hungry not afraid to ask 

Where does the river end my slow down day friend 

I am not afraid I am open to this . v 
I’m allowed to stare so as not to miss my 

Slow down day friend taking the turn everything upended 

Didn’t we want to go this way 

Rolling down the sweet grass hungry not afraid to ask 

Where does the river end my slow down day friend 



9. I’m High I'm on High 

Don’t tell mama that I stole from her purse 

You think you’ve got it bad you’ll get it much worse 

There are things I need I can’t afford to buy 

And if you don’t like to see it close your eyes 

I’m a killer I’m a prophet in my own eyes 

I’m a sugar daddy for the marginalized 

When their bowls are empty and their prayers are spent 

I conscript them and they eat the bread of violence 

I will take what's mine and mine is what I say 

I'm high I'm on high my hen lays golden eggs 

Black oil like honey do what the caliph says 

I’m high I’m on high you lack identity 

Come join my army find your community 

Back at home they're shaking heads and asking why 

He was so quiet seemed like such a decent guy 

A heart of darkness lies in wait in everyone 

It opens like a hollow point when you point and shoot your motherphailic gun 

Go find someone who’s got nothing left to lose 

Brand him a hero make him think he gets to choose 

Between an earthly life of filth and apostates 

Or a martyr’s lair where God and virgins wait 

I will take what’s mine and mine is what I say 

I’m high I’m on high I put my prisoners down 

My boot is on your back your boots are on my hallowed ground 

I’m high I’m on high I shoot my videos 

You watch in horror and then your hatred grows " 

Peace I give unto you 

Not as the world gives 

10. Poethearted 

Poor poor poethearted out produced and way outsmarted 

Short of tools for sure 

Oh you poethearted you dream like an engine but you never get started 

What’s all that paper on your floor 

And you wonder how it got dark in here cause you took the light for a given 

And you wonder how she got dead in her bed as if life just keeps on giving 

Back to the living 

Poor poor poethearted the rules of play have been disregarded 

Turns out there’s no such thing as fair 

Oh you poethearted gnash your teeth and pull your hair out 

Like some Shakespeare character 

And you’d be taken much more seriously 

If you'd stop telling stories at the bar 

And I might even read what you wrote for me 

If you’d stop with the binary star 

Poor poor poethearted you’ve been denied your magna carta 

Or any hope at history 

Oh you poethearted you only love the big uncharted 

It’s so much smaller than you’re born to believe 

If I tell the truth, I worry for you 

In between your radio stations 

When it comes down it will come down hard 



11. Hello Vietnam 

Hello there floating village dogs walk your wooden planks 
I hired a boat and crew in Ha Long Bay 
Hello there pain et fromage Jack Dee from USA 
And all you windsurfers on Mui Ne 
Hello Vietnam can we be friends I met you on my tv way back when 
Watching eyes were domino theory bleary 
But I see clearly now just like I did when I was just a little kid 
Crying in my room over you 
It's no wonder my dreams are occupied 
First the French did it then we decided to hit it 
First it was the threat then it was the green 
We needed even from the ones we tried to blow to smithereens 
Well here we are isn’t it crazy? 
Big box of arms tied with diplomacy 
When did this happen is everybody free 
The ghost of vets and the dead VC 
Hello Vietnam can we be friends we took you to the movies way back when 
Fat budget Hollywood depiction fiction 
Scared the hope out of me portraying your barbarity 
In 30 years I’m on an airplane Lonely Planet and my champagne 
Wow you speak such good .English 
And my guide will grant me every tourist wish 
Hello Vietnam can we be friends 



12. Train Inside 

I sold my business you sold your van 

We got 6 acres and a 2 bedroom house plan 

Out in the country I hung salt licks from the trees 

But the deer ate the branches and you got mad at me 

It was the first sign of the freeze 

I’m always pining I never have fit in 

With the people or the places or the feel inside my skin 

You wanted everything from anywhere to here 

You said let's try the country I said ok good idea 

Why am I sitting by the lamp in my chair 

While you’re practically pacing outside in the winter air 

Baby if you’re sad we can close this whole thing down 

We can move to the coast or we can move back into town 

You said I feel like a train inside 

Can't you hear that lonesome sound 

I'm not John Henry I’m not that strong 

The only thing I’ve kept at is the bottle and a song 

You lay your tracks with such passion it's a steam drill 

And I’m trying to keep up but I know I never will 

Why am I talking with this idiotic smile 

When you’re living in my heart and you’re gone 500 miles 

You call me sometimes beer-buzzed and alone 

With a head full of ideas on your pay-as-you-go phone 

Of course I listen cause I’ve missed you like hell 

And it’s taken me forever but I finally wish you well 

Outside the rain is freezing if s crackling in the trees 

I’m house bound and worn down from the way things came to be 

But Baby if you’re sad we can close your old bar down 

I’ll get into my car I will track you down 

Train inside 
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1. Spider 

Will Calhoun: drums, percussion 

Clare Kenny: bass 

Carol Isaacs: keyboards, accordion 

Sierra Hull: mandolins 

Jennifer Kreisberg: additional vocals 

Soni Moreno: additional vocals 

Brian Lawlor: additional synthesizers 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Lyris Hung: violins, additional programming 

Emily: classical guitar 

2. Fly ~ 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards, piano 

Lucy Wainwright Roche: additional vocals 

Brian Lawlor: additional synthesizers 

Lyris Hung: violins, additional programming 

Emily: electric guitar 

3. Match 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards, piano 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Vasko Dukovski: duduk 

Ryan Kelly: electric guitar 

4. OK Corral 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards 

Jennifer Kreisberg: additional vocals 

Soni Moreno: additional vocals 

Lyris Hung: violins, additional programming 

Emily: electric guitar 

5. Serpent Love 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards 

Vasko Dukovski: clarinet 

Jonatha Brooke: additional vocals 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Brian Lawlor: additional synthesizers 

Lyris Hung: violins, additional programming 

Emily: classical guitar 

6. Long Haul (feat. Jennifer Nettles) 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards 

Jennifer Nettles: additional vocals 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Will Calhoun: additional percussion, drum programming 

Carol Isaacs: additional keyboards 

Lyris Hung: woodrow 

Emily: electric guitar 

7. Sad One 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Clare Kenny: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards 

Lucy Wainwright Roche: additional vocals 

Lyris Hung: violins, Stroh violin, additional programming 

Emily: electric guitars, acoustic guitars 

8. Slow Down Day Friend 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: piano, synthesizers 

Sierra Hulhmandolin: 

Lucy Wainwright Roche: additional vocals 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Lyris Hung: violins 

Emily: ukelele 

9. I’m High I’m on High 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: pianos, keyboards 

Jonatha Brooke: additional vocals 

Rebecca Lichtenfeld: additional vocals 

Lyris Hung: violins, woodrow 

Emily: electric guitar 

10. Poethearted 

Will Calhoun: drums, drum programming 

Clare Kenny: bass___ 

Carol isaacs: keyboards 

Lyris Hung: violins, Stroh violin 

Emily: ukelele 

11. Hello Vietnam 

Robert “Sput” Searight: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Rachel Eckroth: keyboards 

Sierra Hull: mandolin 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Lyris Hung: violins, additional programming 

Emily: electric guitars, acoustic guitars 

12. Train Inside 

Will Calhoun: drums, percussion 

Tim Lefebvre: bass 

Carol Isaacs: keyboards 

Sierra Hull: mandolin 

Keita Ogawa: additional percussion 

Lyris Hung: additional programming 

Emily: acoustic guitar 
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